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WORKSafe® AT011 Safety Tripod (with webbing & chain) 

Working load limit: 500kg & breaking force: 22kN 
Aluminium alloy head with four attaching points 
With webbing and chain
Weight: 14.3kg with webbing, 17.3kg with chain
Complies with EN 795 standards
Height: 130cm to 230cm
Diameter: 166 to 236cm

WORKSafe® AT050 Rescue Lifting Device

Rescue lifting & lowering device
Automatic brake
Steel galvanized cable of diameter 6.3mm
Available in 20m and 25m length
Weight: 13kg
Working load: 180kg & breaking force: 1800kg
Complies to EN 1496 Class B standards

WSFAT011 WSFAT050

Guided type fall arresters, rope grabs, permanent and flexible vertical lifelines

WORKSafe® offers a variety of solutions to ensure a safe and secure environment for personnel working at high altitudes. Our range of Flexible 
and Rigid Vertical Lifeline Systems comply to EN 353-2, EN 353-1 and SS528: Part 4 standards and are designed to provide maximum freedom 
of movement and virtually hands-free operation. WORKSafe® Fall Protection allows the user to climb safe and work safe!  
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fall protection - lifeline component

Features of a WORKSafe® Flexible Vertical Lifeline

Made in KoreaMade in Europe
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WORKSafe® AC100 Working Rope for WORKSafe® WSFAC012 

rnmantle polyamide rope
Diameter 14mm
Available in various lengths (10m/20m/30m/40m/50m) 

WORKSafe® AC200 Working Rope for WORKSafe® WSFAC040 

rnmantle polyamide rope
Diameter 12mm
Available in various lengths (10m/20m/30m/40m/50m) 

WSFAC100 - 10/20/30/40/50 WSFAC200 - 10/20/30/40/50

WORKSafe® SKC-Block

Guided type fall arrester on a rigid anchorage line
Comprises of:

 - zinc-plated steel snap hooks
 - stainless steel rope tensioner & screw clip
 - stainless steel rope grab (weight: 380g) 
 - zinc-plated steel rope guide with rubber rope holder

teel wire rope (diameter: 8mm) equipped 
 with stainless steel thimble

Complies with EN 353-1 standards

WSFSKC-BLOCK

fall protection - lifeline component

Made in KoreaMade in Europe


